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ABSTRACT 
Liwa city has indigenous territories known as Lampung Saibatin (indigenous coastal) and Lampung Papaduan 
(remote inland), each of these indigenous territories formed kepaksian region (powered) as indigenous village. 
Each region of the village houses has been built on traditional architectural characteristics based on the historical 
formation of architectural typologies. These traditional houses derived from indigenous cultural heritage that had 
been in existence for more than 500 years. Interesting elements of architectural typologies were characterized by 
the agreement of repeated forms which became unitary forms (unity architecture) with a wide coverage area that 
no other regions in Indonesia can exceed it. The problem today is the changing perception of how the community 
has been built in the last 30 years. References of previous studies revealed the existence of relationship between 
form and the elements of strength as indigenous local flexibility in the construction of architectural elements that 
can be adapted to any seismic event. This research was conducted in the form of a descriptive quantitative 
method. The purpose of this paper is to reveal the changes influenced by the use of materials on the function and 
form of today‘s Liwa traditional house. To conclude, the phenomena of change will determine today‘s 
sustainability of traditional architecture in Liwa for the future condition. 
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1. PRELIMINARY 
Preservation of cultural heritage are very concerned about elements of the tangible and intangible as well as 
cultural heritage of West Lampung, until today still have that heritage in general is still firmly on the side of 
intangible such as elements of social, cultural, customary law, economic potential, history, anthropology, and 
diversity of traditional rituals. Unlike the tangiblenya element, not too much encountered that required lengthy 
efforts and continuing to mengkonservasinya. This study aims to find out one potential element of tangible 
possessed the traditional houses in West Lampung which took place in Liwa as an area that could represent the 
architecture of West Lampung as a cultural product, denganskala existence is widely covers three districts: West 
Lampung district, District Krui / Coastal South Lampung, and Tanggamus up some areas that already includes 
all of South Sumatra province, namely settlements around Lake Ranau ties "Hinterland" clump same historical. 
In general, the largest on the preservation of cultural heritage is "material elements" as one important 
element in the typology and morphology of architecture. Lampung Barat traditional house with the delineation of 
a large region, strongly influenced the typology of the structure of Liwa Lampung Barat who eventually became 
the character.once the identity of the city that still survive today. 
Nuwou or Lamban stilt houses Liwa is an adaptation of a house Recognize Lampung. Typology form of 
houses on stilts, the building materials in the dominance of wood, as well as the construction of an adaptive 
nature. 
Elements typologies that are considered important in traditional houses Liwa is an agreement form of 
traditional home architecture similar to the delineation of a vast area covering three counties scattered in 
Lampung province and one district in southern Sumatra province. 
The survey results describe the reason for the presence of relationship hinterland historical sourced from 
districts identify and Batubrak that according to the history of the research department of culture Lampung 
Regency west from Mount pasagi that is still considered sacred to indigenous people saibatin, the social element 
is very high where traditional houses were built by means of mutual cooperation, once each home will be built to 
invite the community of origin of their area of identify to the building, so the repetition of forms in the house 
even though far apart places geographically, on the side of indigenius locally the skills of the artisan "Branjat 
people" known by building a highly skilled with detailed extention system construction to withstand 
earthquakes. The problem this time there are different ways menbangun both the elements of keterermpilan 
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building material and construction joints especially elastic. The essence of research on changes in the current 
traditional house typology has implications for the meaning of sustainability in the future so that this research is 
very important for the reference design of the form, meaning and function elements of the use of materials for 
the preservation of architectural typology that has become characteristic of the traditional architecture dilampung 
strong in the west. 
This paper aims to determine the extent of the effect of changes in the use of materials on the sustainability 
of traditional architecture in traditional houses Liwa Lampung Barat. The study was conducted through field 
observation and study of literature, as well as an analysis of the identification of architectural typologies of 
traditional houses Liwa original and has experienced a change to the sustainability of traditional architecture. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
According to Toto Sucipto (2012), the architecture of traditional houses is a vernacular tradition based of a 
particular culture, there is a philosophical meaning. Although impressed by the simple, actually contains social 
structure, culture expression, way of life, attitudes on the environment. In Eko Wahyuningsih (2011), Lamban 
Pesagi is a form of high mountains, but according to the trust Pesagi considered to save something mystical that 
people want to visit and try to gain a sense of satisfaction for what they want. It can be said that the lamban 
Pesagi is a house that has harmony as a family resident, in harmony with nature and harmony with human life. 
According Abdulsyani (2013), Particularly Lampung traditional houses, called Nuwou for Pepadun 
Lampung and Lamban for Lampung Saibatin, is equally stage-type (lamban ranggal / nowou gaccak). 
Rectangular shape elongated generally facing the highway (ghanglaya), while the back is called hanyukni, and 
the direction toward the back is called juyu (Saibatin Kalianda) or Ilung Kudan (Pepadun). Section home kitchen 
is usually the building. A rear being the one with the main building. At the end of the kitchen there is a masted 
bamboo building called ferocious (gaghang). The lower part of the house called bah lamban, while the upper part 
ceiling called panggar. Change is fundamentally a process that describes a new condition replaces the previous 
conditions. According to Wardani (2007), changes or with other terms of transformation, implies the existence of 
a long process of ongoing and experienced by an entity, so it can be expected to change significantly in these 
entities, both in terms of physical appearance, function, expression and its internal structure. 
According to Rossi (1982), that the physical changes caused by non-physical force, namely: 
a. Social factors; physical environmental factors, changes in the population, isolation and contacts, community 
structures, attitudes and values, needs which are considered necessary and basic culture. 
b. Cultural factors; culture as a system of values seen in people's lifestyles that reflect the status, role of power, 
wealth, and skill. 
c. Economic factors; The most dominant force in determining changes in the physical environment is the 
strength of the economy. 
d. Political factors; the role of the political aspect through non-physical forms of intervention through regional 
development policies. 
Changes made by the occupants of the house can be influenced by the presence of two factors, among 
others:  Internal factors, namely the increase of family members, developmental needs, and lifestyle changes.  External factors, namely the development of building technology. (Habraken 1998) 
 
The architectural model of existing traditional houses Liwa is composed of two types, namely; (A) a model 
house on stilts rectangular, is a model house on stilts that can be stretched to the back or extends to the side; and 
(B) a model home Pesagi stage, a stage house model of the long side and the same. 
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(Source: research, 2016). 
 
Tenam wood material strength has been tested on a traditional house in the Liwa like home Vernacular 
Kenali and Lamban Tuha proven to withstand the sustainability and continuity of architectural form responsive 
to natural disasters earthquake. The principle of construction wood in traditional houses Liwa based on data from 
the field and the results of previous studies of traditional houses Liwa divided into five segments: 
Soil : 
a) Land which is concentrated by the foundation already solidified even if the depth is not eligible. 
b) Foundation : Foundations are only using stones - piled already reflects a good method. 
c) Column : Columns are bound to one another solid top and columns  only predicated on a foundation (not 
restrained) already illustrates that the column is quite capable of reducing the shear forces caused by the 
earthquake. 
d) Floor : The floors are sturdy and tied together and only concentrated on the beam - beam octagonal were 
placed between the columns and floors can also reduce the shear forces caused by the earthquake. 
e) Roof : Solid roof and just concentrated on the columns and beams can also reduce the effect of shear forces 
caused by the earthquake. 
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The bottom / foot Body section / Wall Part of the roof / head Section Supporters 
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Extention system detail 
element construction 
beams and columns are 
only mutually resting 
roller but do not bind to 
each other so that it will 
respond elastically 
seismic forces 
Wall mounted vertical 
board pen systems and 
window sills in order to 
paste the column that is 
connected to the beam 
up and down  
Segment roof 
construction made rests 
on the beam body home 
made with lightweight 
but strong associated 
with the roof frame  
Construction wooden 
stairs and the whole house 
is connected to the system 
relies pen with each other 
but not mutually bound  
 
3. RESEARCH METHODS 
The study of the changes in the use of materials on the sustainability of traditional home architecture Liwa is 
done with descriptive approach through literatur studies and field observations. Field observations performed at 
Liwa traditional houses scattered in West Lampung Regency Krui / Coastal South Lampung, and Tanggamus. 
The choice of location in three regions because they represent a goal to be achieved in this study. 
To find out how the sustainability of traditional home architecture Liwa, an analysis of the function, 
meaning and shape to the traditional houses Liwa as an important aspect in the concept of sustainable 
architecture. The analysis was performed with the help of pictures and photos field observations. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
This paper presented a portrait of the results of field research on the sustainability of the architecture of 
traditional houses Liwa, using a descriptive approach kantitatif and calculation of questionnaire data through 
simple regression, this study wanted to express that the use of the material is not only the elements and 
construction alone, but also affect the sustainability or sustainability of the architecture of traditional of a 
particular culture. 
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Based on the analysis of data obtained t value of 6055 and amounted to 1,697 t table means t> t table with 
sig of 0000. The analysis showed 6055 t count> t table 1,697 with sig 0.000 <0.05 thus concluded hypothetical 
changes in the use of materials affect the sustainability of traditional architecture. 
Liwa traditional house is a traditional architectural heritage Lampung, become a form of cultural heritage 
that still exist physically real (Tangible) as a cultural heritage where the shape, structure, function, decoration 
and how to make that passed down through the generations by the previous ancestors. 
The problem this time is the number of shifts to the material elements of the original wooden house Tenam / 
specialty, change material than wood types that exist today due to the age of the building. As well as many found 
their replacement other than wood as partial replacement of beams with reinforced concrete materials, brick 
walls, steel construction and roofing material which was originally roofed and corrugated ceramic tiles changed, 
metal roof and others. 
Changes in material usage to mean a change in the use of the information about the type of material the 
original categorized by the types of replacement material. Identification of the material changes as follows: 
 
Traditional House Original Material Type Material Type Changed 
Foundations with columns 
Wood made like pedestals (big bottom) rests 
on three stone foundation on solid ground 
Umpak foundation and concrete pedestals  
All home frame is wood construction Frame with additional construction 
concrete 
Wooden wall board Plecter brick wall 
Frame Roof and stairs wood materials Lightweight steel roof truss wood mix 
Roofed and corrugated iron roof Land tile roof and metal roof 
                 (Source: research, 2016) 
 
The results of in-depth research on traditional home power element original very sustain the natural 
conditions, the reasons change the materials used in the original house, among others, due to differences in the 
understanding of the original owners with which occupies thereafter, wherein the first home owners on average 
had died. So the house is a legacy for their descendants, and is suspected of potentially differing views on some 
construction transforms the original house. Change the type of material occurs on several elements: 
a. The lower part of the house which was originally a stage under the house that serves as a storage room and 
food ingredients of agricultural and plantation development changed the function as additional function 
dwelling house outline changes function due to: 
- Extra functions of residence due to the need to shelter children who are married and reason increasingly 
expensive land to build homes 
- Legacy by his parents in the past has been maintained but the reason more and more difficult and 
expensive type of material it was decided to replace other materials easily and economically affordable 
- Lack of understanding and meaning of education material strength that is consistent with the state of 
nature  
- Paradigm impact of modernization on the form of the house especially Liwa has become the capital of 
the district is slowly changing the minds of the morphology of the architecture and the meaning of 
strength. 
b. Changes in the body of the house is good order column structure beams and floorings and stairs due to the 
effect of age on the strength and increased facilities on the functioning of the house early the power element 
loading houses in total that are perceived to replace floorings and wall became concrete slab and a wall of 
wooden planks into smooth cement plastered brick and other modern materials. 
c. Changes in the structure of the wooden roof truss into a brick and order gin and mild steel metal frame in 
part the economic motive and lifestylePerubahan bahan atap dari roofed and corrugated into ceramic tiles 
and metal roof due to weathering and modern urban life style influences. 
d. Changes wall finishing was formerly the boards planed and without finishing today many difinish wood 
paints, paint the walls, and coated ceramic material. 
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Mild cases of Material Changes 
N
o 
 
A description of the material change 
at home 
Criteria elements of earthquake resistant houses 
Ground  Foundation Column  Floor   Roof   Extention  
1
 
Strong enough Strong Strong Strong Strong enough The building in good order, but 
the wall extention at risk for stage 
 Analysis results Extra space under the dome change the 50% home architectural typology, 85% body building is still strong against 
earthquake and there will be a problem in the building under the dome because it is not extention with the core / just 
stick and the pit, 75% will be damaged in an earthquake  
N
o 
 
A description of the material change 
at home 
Criteria elements of earthquake resistant houses 
Ground Foundation Column Floor Roof Extention 
2
 
Strong enough Weak Strong 
enough 
Not good Strong on the 
frame, but 
vulnerable on 
tile 
There is a problem of the 
foundation system extention, the 
column is not connected well with 
floor elementsi  
 Analysis results With the change in the types of materials in the construction elements as well as with bad extention between 
the ground elements new footing systems, in the typology has been changed to 30% and is responsive to this house 
vulnerable 35% will collapsed during the earthquake 
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Case Material Change Level Weight 
o 
A description of the material change at 
home 
Criteria elements of earthquake resistant houses 
Ground Foundation Column Floor Roof Extention 
 
 
Strong enough Not strong Not strong Not strong Strong 
enough 
The extention in the material 
replacement at the bottom and 
middle part are very weak 
Analysis results  Extra space in the vault, the replacement of materials from wood to concrete and brick wall, has implications for the 
weak foundation of the building segment thus tipology house had changed to 75% and 80% of vulnerability to 
earthquakes 
o 
A description of the material change at 
home 
Criteria elements of earthquake resistant houses 
Ground Foundation Column Floor Roof Extention 
 
 
Strong enough Not strong Not strong Not 
strong 
Strong 
enough 
Totality of material changes in all 
segments of the building will 
affect the flexibility of the overall 
building 
Analysis results  Extra space in the vault, the replacement of materials from wood to concrete and brick wall, has implications for the 
weak foundation of the building segment thus tipology house had changed to 90% and 90% of vulnerability to 
earthquakes 
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5. TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE SUSTAINABILITY LIWA CITY WEST LAMPUNG  
Sustainable concept is a concept that is simple yet complex, so the notion of sustainability is very multi-
dimensional and multi-interpretation. Because of the multi-dimensional and multi-interpretations, the experts 
agreed to temporarily adopt the understanding that has been agreed by the Brundtland Commission which states 
that "sustainable development is pembangurian that meets the needs of the present generation without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs" (Fauzi , 2004). 
Sustainable architecture, can lead to the principles stated in the "sustainable - architecture" or "sustainable 
architecture". Inside was related concepts related to the planning, designing to construction (construction) and 
supply / procurement of materials in architecture that takes into account aspects of environmental sustainability. 
The principle of harmony and adaptive planning and architectural design, use of materials and environmentally 
friendly technologies to attempt saving energy sources in buildings or architecture, are the traits of sustainable 
architecture. 
In relation to the traditional architecture, the concept of sustainability (sustainable) is a state where the 
values of local wisdom, local genius and adaptive aspects inherent in home building maintained its balance. 
Local knowledge is a conceptual idea of living in society, grow and develop continuously in the consciousness 
of society, function in regulating the life of society that are related to the life of the sacred to the profane 
(Sartini, 2004: 112-113). Liwa in traditional houses, the local kearfian value contained in the function, meaning 
and shape to the architecture of the house. 
Functions stage an old traditional house as a farming tool equipment, cages, clothesline and warehouses as 
well as the toilet on the second floor. The house serves as a traditional Liwaarea protection of nature and 
everyday life. Similarly, the function of the house in general, but a very clear distinction on the function of stilt 
houses made family gathering room and rest. Meaning of social interaction is very high at home functions are 
realized with the amount of social space presentse higher than the private sphere 
Meaning the home stage for the people of Lampung is the paradigm that comes from the influence of 
Hinduism as the oldest teaching on ethnic origin Saibatin where there are three hierarchies of life that is the roof 
of the house is a symbol the world over, houses the center as a symbol of the relationship with fellow human 
beings, while elements of the soil under the stage in say in a living animal. So the paradigm is still thick is that a 
decent life should be on the second floor (above the stage) while beneath the stage is not feasible because the 
animal world. This philosophy that shape people's behavior Saibatin not want to occupy the bottom of the 
house, just as the room service. 
 
Meaning of Local Wisdom and genius of the concept of Local Sustainability 
Identification of local wisdom in traditional houses Liwa Lampung Barat geographical area the earthquake 
is the similarity in their traditional way of building houses. Facts on the ground describe traditional home 
architecture average stage constructions built with wood bermaterial "Tenam" which is a type of timber from 
Africa that was formerly planted in forests controlled by customs. 
Sources of data compilation survey showed a extention between the material elements of wood with the 
power system / tectonics home that is capable of long-lived until today, material special timber is proved fit with 
the extention system of home construction tradisioanal known "structural system belt" where elements of the 
construction of each beam each timber rests so the house can withstand any earthquake shock and the most 
extreme shifts only on foot pole house only lead to block the central part and the roof sank into the earth so that 
the only element that separated the stage, while the part that sank to the ground was minimal damage. 
Local genius of indigenous peoples of West Lampung is their strong characteristics in architecture rooted in 
tradition. Reflected in the uniformity of the building form that was born from an agreement customs and culture. 
So the above, this city has the characteristics of a strong traditional cultural heritage because it is formed by the 
structure of the township of character typical of houses on stilts. This structure is unique if we look at the 
scheme of cluster / township very random and patterned. Meaning of sustainability is local wisdom that makes 
the township formed on the natural knowledge (indigenius), custom attachment relationships and kinship 
families. The formation of the township occur due to local wisdom genius. 
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How to Recognize the vernacular house extentions How the extention of new construction 
 
 
 
Each house have the spare space on the left / right, front / back 
deliberately in the empty space in preparation for house shifting 
caused by the earthquake and the construction of the central part 
of the house just sat down when the mast collapsed 
Meaning Balinese dance movement models on 
Traditional home just rocking to the left / to 
right due to seismic forces 
 
Settled understanding is limited only by habit habitat such as interest on livelihoods (agriculture and 
plantation). The uniqueness of the distance between houses and building houses with an area within the public 
street area that is formed naturally because kubutuhan yard for drying crops (coffee) and maintain security with 
highway traffic, which is a high awareness in urban communities settled. 
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The similarity in architectural forms 
 
every village has a group / cluster 
 
the regularity of the layout of the house 
regulated by saibatin customary 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
Local wisdom and genius of local traditional architecture into the spirit at the same time the values that 
form the traditional houses Liwa Lampung Barat. Aspects of the changes represent a shift in public behavior 
that ahistori against its own historical significance. Recommendation, the need to do further research deeper into 
aspects of traditional architecture terdapt Liwa. Both aspects of typology, morphology, the influence of 
economic, social, cultural and community behavior. This will improve the urban planning concept Liwa so that 
no construction of houses and cities on economic grounds alone in ignoring the genius of local as well as the 
cultural roots of the city's identity in a holistic manner. 
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